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It will certainly sound familiar: in a number of rooms at home there are various switches next to each other. 1 or more
for the lights, 1 for the roll-down shutters, 1 for the sun blinds … But which control button is which?
Or perhaps you are building a new home. Do you already know exactly which controls you want where?
Will you choose switches? Or do you want to dim your lights? Are you opting for electronic roll-down shutters or sun blinds?
Where should you place your thermostat? And are you sure that nothing has been forgotten?
Thanks to the Digital black, comfort, convenience and flexibility in home automation is achieved, without having to adapt
your cables. Using an intuitive control screen the size of a switch, you can control up to 12 different devices or systems. And
with your smartphone you can easily set which functions you wish to control, without needing to involve an installer.
Discover Digital black, the digital control screen that fits any electrical installation.

8 reasons to take home
the Digital black
1

Control your lighting, heating, roll-down shutters, ventilation, music, Niko Home
Control atmospheres and more with just 1 screen

2

Up to 12 controls or atmospheres

3

Digital control no larger than a switch

4

Simple to set using your smartphone, without involving an installer

5

intuitive control in 1 movement thanks to the proximity sensor

6

High-quality control screen that adapts to the amount of light in the room

7

Sharp image quality with large viewing angle allows variable mounting height

8

For every home: fits any normal flush-mounting box

Intuitive design
Thanks to the Digital black you can combine the simplicity and easy operation
of a normal switch with the flexibility of an adjustable control screen.
The Digital black is the same size as a normal Niko switch. It fits every
flush-mounting box. This means it combines perfectly with the controls already in your home.
Thanks to its stylish and timeless design, the Digital black fits beautifully into your interior,
whatever the style of your home.

Control whatever you like…
The Digital black is a convenient control screen with clear symbols. You can use it to control up to 12 different devices or
systems.

Controls

Light On/Off

Dimming lights

Heating

Ventilation

Garage door

Roll-down shutters

Venetian blinds

Sun blinds

Velux roof
window

Reynaers
sliding window

Music on your
Sonos or Bose
device

Atmospheres
Have you also programmed atmospheres into your Niko Home Control installation? You can switch them on and off with just 1 button.

Watching TV:
close your curtains
and dim the light

Going to bed:
your heating on the
night setting and all the
lights off

Party:
soft music and
the curtains
closed

Everything off:
your heating
lower,
all the lights off

Arriving home:
lights on in the hall, living
room
and kitchen

Going on holiday:
presence simulation

Eating:
music and
the light above the
dinner table on

… and change it whenever you fancy

You can set the Digital black exactly as you like it.
In the Niko Home app:
• Choose the control that should always appear on the screen.
• Select a 2x2 layout (grid view) or carousel of controls.
• Change the order of the controls.
• Choose how many controls you wish to see on 1 screen: 1, 2, 3 or 4.
• Add a new control.
• Delete a control.
The app can be downloaded for free in the App Store or Play Store.

Control in 1 movement
The Digital black reacts to your movement: when your hand approaches the screen it automatically goes on
and calls up the first control. This is the control that you use most often: putting the light on or off, dimming the lights, raising or
lowering the roll-down shutters, increasing the temperature… You can control the Digital black in 1 simple movement,
without even looking.
Need a different control? Use your finger to swipe to the required control, or use the fast navigation bar at the bottom to go
directly to the required control.
Do you notice after a while that you use the Digital black more often for something else? Simply use the app to set this control
as the new standard. You can also move around other frequently-used controls, to bring them closer to your standard control
. In this way, your screen can be set exactly as you like it.

Exceptional image quality
The high-quality control screen ensures optimal legibility whatever the conditions. Is the sun shining?
Then the Digital black will shine extra bright, allowing you to comfortably find your atmosphere or control.
When visiting the toilet in the night, the light level is much less, so that you are not blinded.
Thanks to the sharp image quality and the large viewing angle, you can choose for yourself at what height to install the Digital

110 cm

160 cm

black, without losing image quality.

For every home
There's a Digital black for every type of electrical installation:
• Traditional electric cables: the Digital black 230 V with built-in single switch
• Bus cabling: the Digital black 24 V
Which Digital black your installer chooses depends on your electrical installation.

Digital black 24 V

Digital black 230 V
with built-in single switch

For Niko Home Control installations

For standard electrical installations

Are you already using Niko Home Control? Or are you

Do you have an electrical installation with standard

planning to build, do a conversion or full renovation, lay bus

electrical cabling which you can't or don't wish to replace?

cabling and install Niko Home Control? The Digital black

The Digital black does just the same as the single switch

replaces any multiple switch. You hang up the screen in a

you are replacing without any further intervention: putting

central location from which you wish to control your various

the light on and off. It is also your first step towards home

devices and systems. For example, in your kitchen, living

automation.

room, hall, office, bedroom or bathroom.

The second step: adding the cableless smart hub to your
installation and replacing the controls you wish to operate
with the Digital black with connected controls. Rest
assured: there's absolutely no need to start chiselling or
drilling.
This allows you to make your home or room much
smarter. And you immediately have access to all the
options in Niko Home Control for traditional cabling.

Want to find out more?
Ask your electrical installer for more information about the Digital black, about Niko Home Control for traditional
cabling and Niko Home Control for bus cabling.
Find your nearest local installer on niko.eu/where-to-buy.

Niko designs electr(on)ic solutions to enhance buildings to better
suit the needs of the people who live and work in them. By using
less energy, by improving light comfort and safety and by making
sure all applications work together seamlessly. Buildings with Niko
are more efficient, are controllable from a distance and interact
within bigger ecosystems. Niko is a Belgian family business from
Sint-Niklaas with 700 employees and 10 European branches.
At Niko, there is one question that keeps us busy every day: “How
can we enhance buildings to better suit your needs?”
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